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Why is gender equality important to the 

University of Edinburgh  ?

Fairness

Compliance with the law

Excellence



Phillips KW 2014 Scientific American Oct:43

See also Woolley A et al 2010 Science 330: 688



Do we have a problem ? 

University of Edinburgh institutional Athena Swan application 2018
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What is it that holds women (and others) back?

• Lack of intelligence ?

• Lack of hard work ?

• Maternity leave / caring responsibilities ?

• (Societal) unconscious bias
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Unconscious bias amongst US science faculty 

(female and male),  2010

Moss-Racusin CA 2012 PNAS 109: 16474

“Please rate this job applicant”



That’s an excellent suggestion Miss Triggs. Would one of the men like to 

make it?  Punch cartoon, 1988

Unconscious bias causes undervalution of  female opinion



Unconscious bias holds men and women to different 

standards of behaviour
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What has Edinburgh University done 

well ?

• Collecting and sharing equality strategies

– Equal Bite book 2018

– Eds: Judy Roberston, Alison Williams, Derek Jone, Lara Isbel, 

Daphne Loads
– https://www.sensepublishers.com/catalogs/bookseries/other-books/equalbite
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Male and female negotiation – not what you might think



In depth analysis of Grade 10 pay gap

• Pay gap largely due to vertical segregation:
– median and mean of 16.6% and 13.7% in 2017 pay audit.

• Within grades, a significant pay gap at grade 10

• 2013/14 17 male promotions and 13 female promotions into 
this grade

• female employees were at least as likely as, or more likely to, 
receive an increment  than men

• 21 external appointments to this population of which 6 were 
female  - externally appointed men paid more than internally 
promoted men



Gender Pay Gap Task Group 

(Reported to Remuneration Ctte)

Recommendations:

• reference to internal and external pay comparators in determining 
salary for staff appointed or promoted to UE10

• increased use of Performance data in UE10 contribution review 
process

• formal review of all salary proposals for UE10 appointments

Actions resulted in a significant decrease in the gender pay gap at 
UE10

– mean and median 11.3% and 9.3% 2015

– mean and median 7.1% and 6.3% 2017
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Supporting pregnant women and their families

• 2015 status

• Maternity pay one of the most “generous” in the sector

– enhanced maternity pay is provided at 16 weeks full pay, or 8 weeks 

full pay and 16 weeks half pay (plus SMP) 

– no qualifying period 

– all staff are eligible (including grant funded)

• A maternity coaching programme 

• Flexible funding for women returning from maternity leave 

– to buy out some other duties

– to fund a relative/friend to travel with them to a conference to provide 

childcare

• Maternity website



From Jan 2016 Shared Parental Pay  (ShPP) options

1. Up to 14 weeks’  full pay (inclusive of statutory ShPP, if 

eligible) 

2. Up to 6 weeks’ full pay (inclusive of statutory ShPP, if 

eligible), followed by up to 16 weeks’ half pay (made up to 

statutory ShPP, if required)

3. Up to 37 weeks’ statutory ShPP, if eligible

NB  there is no “qualifying period”



Further optimised 2018



What are we working on now ?

• Reducing sexual violence

• Nursery provision

• Women’s participation in the “big grant club”



Reducing sexual violence

• Task force to tackle sexual violence and 

gender-based violence

• Fearless Edinburgh

– Consortium of Edinburgh HEIs, police and 

other organisations

• Consent collective training programme

(with EUSA)

• #NoExcuse (UoE, EUSA, SportsUnion)

• “Don’t cross the line” campaign

– to support the Dignity and Respect policy

• (Intimate relationships policy)



“Don’t cross the line” campaign
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Nursery provision

Economist, 2018
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Women’s participation in the big grant club

Proportion of UoE eligible staff submitting a “big grant” over a 4 year 

period: women 1.6%, men 6.0%

Data published 11th March 2014 www.rcuk.ac.uk



Summary

• Edinburgh University is committed to improving gender 
“equity” 

• There is still much more to do

• Lessons from gender equity can help us improve things 
for other excluded groups

• Improving equity is crucial to the University’s ”success”

• Removing barriers that hold women back will help 
everyone

Gender equity is everyone’s business
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